CPG (Computational Physics Group) banner image prize terms and conditions:

1) By submitting an image you are granting the CPG committee permission to reuse your image and caption including on the CPG banner, and blog, as well as social media such as twitter. It is your responsibility to verify that such reuse does not violate any copyrights or other legal protections, but the CPG committee reserves the right to require proof that the use is legal. The submitter will retain any copyrights to the image.

2) A main prize of 50 British pounds and two runner up prizes of 25 British pounds will be provided. Images not winning monetary prizes may still be used in the banner, with acknowledgement of the submitter. Winning a prize does not guarantee use in the banner.

3) While factors such as number of likes on twitter will be considered in the selection process, the prize selection and poster design are chosen at the sole discretion of the CPG committee. Criteria will include: aesthetic quality, representation of computational physics as a subject, response on social media, and ability to be adapted to a banner format.

4) Official submissions must be made to CPGbanner_comp@mail.com, tweeting an image with the #CPGbannerCompetition hashtag is not a submission in itself, although is encouraged.

5) Submissions need to include a caption of up to 150 words, this should be understandable by non-experts.

6) Submissions must include a version of the image of sufficiently high resolution to be used in the banner.

7) Images must be provided in a standard digital format (for example .jpg, .png, .svg ...) and must be less than 25 Mb.

8) Any image deemed inappropriate by the committee can be removed from the competition at it's sole discretion.

9) Submitters must be CPG members at the time the submission window closes, IoP members who are not currently CPG members are allowed to join specifically to enter the competition.

10) An individual can submit up to 5 images.

11) The submission window will close on Midnight 1st of January 2019 (UK time), and the winners will be notified by the 20th of January 2019. If an insufficient number of submissions (at the discretion of the committee) have been received, the closing and notification date may be extended.